
 

Hey Boo! …we just adore that nickname. Welcome to clearing up the overwhelming feeling 

of wedding planning. This is stage one. Lets get into it. 

Some brides dream of having a gorgeous wedding dress, other want amazing photos that tell 
their unique love story, while still others would love to have a band and wow their guests. Every 
bride (every couple) is different in their wedding priorities. Do you know what is most important to 
you? 
Do you have a million ideas running through your head but a budget that is not quite large 
enough to fit them all?  

We got ya girl! We would say almost all brides have a budget weather it be $30,000 or 100,000. 
That’s why establishing a budget and knowing your priorities is so important. Budget is not a fun 
word, we get it. But knowing your budget gives you the freedom to prioritize and spend money 
on the things you value most.  

Glam On, 

We Feel Ya Boo! 
WEDDING PRIORITY WORKSHEET 
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NOTES

When I think of my wedding day the first thing that comes to mind is 
_______________________. Followed immediately by____________________ 

What I want to remember most about my wedding day is____________________. 

Three words that describe my wedding style are: 

  • Number One: _________________________________ 

  • Number Two: _________________________________ 

  * Number Three: _______________________________ 

Below write out how you visually picture your day - big details to small. 
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Take a few minutes to rate the below items in order of importance to you (1 to 17, 
with 1 being the most important). This will help you discover your priorities and 
allocate your budget on the things that are most important to you. 

______Venue or Location
______Photography 
______Cinematography 
______Invitations
______Wedding Attire (Dress)
______Planner
______Ceremony
______Reception
______Food
______Floral Design
______Cake
______Music
______Decor 
______Favors
______Alcohol 
______Transportation 
______Other

 

ASSIGNMENT
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Now that you have your ratings, lets transfer your top 5 and bottom 5 below. This will 
help you put certain things in perspective and not concentrate so much on how 
much they cost per say, but how much it was worth to you. 

TOP FIVE 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

BOTTOM FIVE 

_________________________ 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 
_________________________ 

 

Does your top five match with your wedding vision and how?  

 

 

Is there anything in your list you can do? 
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OK Boo, 

Now that you have your budget set and your top 5 priorities selected it is time to 

start selecting the wedding professionals to make your wedding day vision come to 

life.  

Your top 5 priorities are where most of your budget will be spent and then the rest 

will fall in line.  And remember, the easiest way to keep in budget is to cut the guest 

list down. I know its not always easy to do but it will help you have the wedding day 

of your dreams.  

Your wedding is a 

huge part of your life, 

it is the beginning of 

the rest of your life. 

The one thing 

Brandon and I take 

away most from our 

grandparents is the 

love they share and 

the family they 

created. It all started 

with their wedding 

day.  

Just the other day we were looking through old wedding photos and my (Michelle) 

grandmother said to me - “you know what, I was married more of my life than I 

was anything else!”   

The beauty of love is timeless. 
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